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Abstract 

Transmission electron microscopy (TEM) has been used intensively in investigating battery materials, 

e.g. to obtain phase maps of partially (dis)charged (lithium) iron phosphate (LFP/FP), which is one of 

the most promising cathode material for next generation lithium ion (Li-ion) batteries. Due to the 

weak interaction between Li atoms and fast electrons, mapping of the Li distribution is not 

straightforward. In this work, we revisited the issue of TEM measurements of Li distribution maps for 

LFP/FP. Different TEM techniques, including spectroscopic techniques (energy filtered (EF)TEM in the 

energy range from low-loss to core-loss) and a STEM diffraction technique (automated crystal 

orientation mapping (ACOM)), were applied to map the lithiation of the same location in the same 

sample. This enabled a direct comparison of the results. The maps obtained by all methods showed 

excellent agreement with each other. Because of the strong difference in the imaging mechanisms, it 

proves the reliability of both the spectroscopic and STEM diffraction phase mapping. A 

comprehensive comparison of all methods is given in terms of information content, dose level, 

acquisition time and signal quality. The latter three are crucial for the design of in-situ experiments 

with beam sensitive Li-ion battery materials. Furthermore, we demonstrated the power of STEM 

diffraction (ACOM-STEM) providing additional crystallographic information, which can be analyzed to 

gain a deeper understanding of the LFP/FP interface properties such as statistical information on 

phase boundary orientation and misorientation between domains.  
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Highlights:  

- Excellent agreement of the lithium distribution imaged in partially dilithiated LFP by various 

EFTEM approaches and STEM-ACOM. 

- Quantitative statistical description of the crystallographic orientation of the internal LFP/FP 

interface and of the misorientation at the interface. 

 



1. Introduction 

Lithium (Li) batteries have been developed for more than two decades. They have plenty of 

commercial applications, which strongly impact human life. Lithium iron phosphate (LiFePO4) is one 

of the most promising cathode materials for the upcoming next generation of Li ion batteries and has 

attracted great attention. Understanding the microscopic mechanism of the de/lithiation processes 

during electrical cycling is crucial to improve the performance of this material. Efforts to 

experimentally detect the lithium distribution in partially charged/discharged states at nanoscale 

resolution are therefore essential. Many advanced techniques have been developed to obtain Li 

distribution maps: Scanning transmission X-ray microscopy (STXM) [1,2] or ptychography techniques 

[3–5] in synchrotron based setups were used to observe de/lithiation phase boundaries that started 

the discussion around its relationship to cycling current; Electron back scatter diffraction (EBSD) 

techniques in a scanning electron microscope (SEM) [6] was used to investigate the influence of the 

distance of particles to current collectors for the de/lithiation process. 

Transmission electron microscopy (TEM) offers various sophisticated methods for LiFePO4/FePO4 

(LFP/FP) phase mapping with high spatial resolution [6–16]. The mapping methods can be sorted into 

two families: one are spectroscopy methods based on the chemical information encoded in the 

energy spectra; the other are diffraction methods relying on the crystallographic information 

recorded in diffraction patterns or high resolution (HR)TEM images. In the first family of methods, 

electron energy loss spectroscopy (EELS) was one of forerunners to investigate the Fe-L and O-K 

edges, Li-K and Fe-M edges as well as the low-loss range resulting from interband transitions and 

plasma resonances [7,9,17–19]. The approach has been extended to 2 dimensions by combining EELS 

with scanning transmission electron microscopy (STEM) to obtain STEM-EELS spectral imaging (SI) 

and, for example, the differences in the O-K and Fe-L core loss spectra in LFP/FP have been used for 

phase mapping [8]. Alternatively, 2D phase mapping has been implemented by energy filtered 

transmission electron microscopy (EFTEM) spectral imaging, where the phase has been determined 

by measuring the chemical shift of the Fe-L3 edge between the LFP and FP phases [11]. In the second 

family of methods, detection of the difference in lattice constants between LFP and FP has been 

adopted in the TEM to distinguish the phases. High resolution TEM imaging (HRTEM) and selected 

area electron diffraction (SAED) were applied to study the de/lithiation processes [13–16]. However, 

HRTEM provides only limited statistical information because of the small field of view. Automated 

crystal orientation mapping inside the TEM (ACOM-TEM), which was originally developed for 

orientation analysis of nanocrystalline and ultrafine grained materials [20,21], has been used to 

obtain LFP/FP phase maps over micrometers with a high resolution of 2 nm [12].  

While the different spectroscopic and diffraction techniques have been applied to study the phase 

distribution in LFP/FP, so far, there is no convincing evidence indicating full agreement between the 

chemical information and the crystallographic information based phase maps because of a lack of 

comparison between the results gained from the two types of methods. In particular, the conclusions 

deduced from the STEM-EELS results by Honda et al. [8], where a core-shell FP/LFP de/lithiation 

structure was observed, is in discrepancy to the observation from the ACOM-TEM work from Brunetti 

et al. [12], where a Domino-Cascade model (de/lithiating particle by particle) was confirmed. The 

limited reliability of EFTEM based phase maps for samples with varying thickness has already been 

discussed by Sugar et al. [11], whereas for diffraction based analysis questions about the reliability 

arise due to the structural similarity of both phases and the corresponding small difference between 

the LFP and FP lattice constants, especially for higher index orientations. Therefore, in this work, we 



revisited the issue of TEM measurements of Li distribution maps for LFP/FP. We applied the different 

TEM techniques, including EFTEM-SI in the energy range from low-loss (interband transition, volume 

plasmon) to core-loss (Li-K and Fe-M edges, Fe-L edge) and ACOM-TEM for lithiation mapping of the 

same sample and sample location. This enabled a direct comparison of the results and, because of 

the strong difference in the detection process, provides a good measure for the reliability of the 

analysis. The maps obtained by all methods showed excellent agreements with each other, for ultra-

microtomed sample with uniform thickness, proving the reliability of both the EFTEM/STEM-EELS 

maps (chemical information) and ACOM-TEM phase maps (crystallographic information). A 

comprehensive comparison of all methods was given in terms of information content, dose level, 

acquisition time and signal quality. The latter three are crucial for the design of in-situ experiments 

with beam sensitive Li-ion battery materials. Furthermore, we demonstrated the power of ACOM-

TEM with the additional crystallographic information, which can be analyzed to gain a deeper 

understanding of the LFP/FP interphase properties such as statistical information on phase boundary 

orientation and misorientation between domains.  

2. Experimental 

2.1 Sample preparation 

 

The Electrode was prepared by mixing LFP nanoparticles with Super P carbon black and a pvdf binder 

in NMP and coating it on aluminium foil. A pouch cell battery was assembled with lithium metal as 

the negative electrode and 1M LiPF6 in EC/DMC 1:1 as electrolyte. The electrode was first charged to 

4.0 V at 2 mA (ca. 1 C rate). It was then discharged for 30 min at 2 mA to reach ca. 50% lithiation 

state. In this state, the electrode was taken out of the pouch cell in a glovebox and washed three 

times in DMC prior to further TEM specimen preparation. 

Misleading results of EFTEM-SI can be caused by thick specimens. Therefore, in this work, we used 

ultramicrotomy for the sample preparation. Details are given in the supplementary information 

section 1 (SI.1). The average thickness of the active material (LFP/FP particles) in the specimen was 

measured by EFTEM thickness mapping to be around 0.6  (figure S 1) corresponding to ~80 nm.  

2.2 ACOM-TEM 

ACOM-TEM data was collected on a Tecnai F20 (Philips) operated at 200 kV in µp-STEM mode and 

equipped with a NanoMegas ASTAR system. For the data acquisition, spot size 8, gun lens 6, 

extraction voltage of 4.5 kV and 30 mm condenser (C2) aperture were used. The probe size was 

around 1.0-1.5 nm diameter with a convergence semi-angle of 0.8 mrad. The camera readout 

frequency was set to 100 fps (frames per second) for the diffraction pattern acquisition. The camera 

length was set to 100 mm. To minimize the influence of dynamic scattering, the electron beam was 

precessed with precession angle of 0.5°, which slightly broadened the beam. The size of the final 

electron probe was around 3 nm. The step size for the ACOM-TEM image acquisition was 6 nm, the 

frame size 488 × 590 pixels, in order to reach a large mapping area comparable to the EFTEM-SI 

mapping. 

Figure S2a shows an example of a nano beam electron diffraction pattern from the ACOM-TEM data 

used in the current work. The small diffraction disks are the results of the convergence angle setup of 



the electron beam for nano beam diffraction. Matching of experimental diffraction pattern and 

simulated diffraction templates for the determination of crystal orientation and phase identification 

has been computed using the ACOM-TEM NanoMegas software package. The banks (database) of 

the diffraction templates have been calculated based on the LFP and FP crystal structures with the 

axes defined as a = 10.329 Å, b = 6.006 Å and c = 4.691 Å for LFP and a = 9.814 Å, b = 5.789 Å and c = 

4.782 Å for FP [22]. More details for the templates matching are described in the supplementary 

information section 2 (SI.2). The final orientation and phase data were imported into matlab and 

analyzed using MTEX 4.1 [23] for quantification of the misorientation and orientation density. 

2.3 EFTEM-SI  

EFTEM-SI and STEM-EELS-SI data for determining the LFP/FP phase maps were acquired using an 

aberration (image) corrected Titan 80-300 (FEI Company) operated at 300 kV, equipped with a GIF 

tridium spectrometer with a BM-UltraScan CCD camera. For the acquisition of the EFTEM-SI, a µp 

EFTEM setup was used with a frame size of 512 × 512 pixels and a pixel size of 6.13 nm. To determine 

the LFP and FP phases, two different regimes for the EFTEM-SI are available: at high energy loss, i.e. 

Fe-L3 edge with an onset at 708 eV, and at low energy loss from 0 to 75 eV including interband 

transitions (4 to 20 eV), volume plasmon (20 to 30 eV) and Li-K/Fe-M edge (55 to 70 eV). For the 

acquisition in case of Fe-L3,2 edges, we adopted the settings suggested by Sugar et al. [11]. As 

measuring condition a 4 eV energy slit and an energy shift step of ∆E = 1 eV per image with an 

exposure time of 120 s per image were applied. The energy range was set from 696 eV to 735 eV (40 

images). A 40 µm objective aperture was selected. In case of the low-loss regime, a 1 eV energy slit 

and a shift step of ∆E = 0.5 eV per image were applied. The acquired energy range was from -4 eV to 

80 eV. The acquisition time was 4 × 1 s per image from -4 eV to 50 eV and 24 s per image from 50 eV 

to 80 eV. A 20 µm objective aperture was used for reducing the effect of multiple inelastic-scattering 

and coevally increasing the energy resolution. The details for the STEM-EELS-SI acquisition are 

described in the supplementary information section (SI.3). 

3. Results and discussion 

3.1 ACOM-TEM and EFTEM-SI Fe-L3 mapping of the LPF/FP phase distribution 

Figure 1a shows an ACOM-TEM phase map on the half lithiated specimen (green: LiFePO4, red: FePO4) 

according to the crystallographic difference between LiFePO4 and FePO4. In agreement with 

Brunetti’s work [12], the map indicates that large number of particles are either LFP or FP for the 

partially discharged material measured ex-situ, which implies a thermodynamically stable condition. 

In addition, quite a number of particles are observed with a typically well-defined boundary between 

LFP and FP. The crystal orientation map (figure 1b) shows that, while the overall particle orientation 

is fairly random, the nanoparticles typically exhibit a single crystallographic orientation with some 

slight internal orientation variations. This is also the case for particles with a mixed LFP/FP phase.  



 

Figure 1 (a) ACOM-TEM Phase map of LFP (green) and FP (red) by the crystallographic difference 

between both. The orange box highlights the same area of phase map from STEM-EELS-SI in Figure 

S3d. (b) Phase map obtained by EFTEM-SI at the Fe-L3,2 edge (Fe valance state map) (LiFePO4: green, 

FePO4: red). (c) ACOM-TEM crystal orientation map. The inverse pole figure color coding is given to 

the right. (d) Bright-field image of the same area as c. The white boxes in a,b and c and the red box in 

d indicate same particle for visual guidance. 

According to literature [7,11], an energy shift of around 1.8 - 2 eV exists for the Fe-L3 edge in the Fe2+ 

state in LFP and the Fe3+ state in FP. As shown in Figure S3a, we observed an energy shift of 1.8 eV in 

the current work. This significant energy shift offers an easy way to differentiate the Fe2+ and Fe3+ 

valance states, hence to distinguish the LFP and FP phases. In this work, the EFTEM-SI data cubes 

were analyzed by multiple linear least square (MLLS) fitting, which has been implemented in 

DigitalMicrographTM as a standard plugin [24]. To calculate the phase map from the Fe-L3 edge, linear 

combinations of two reference spectra taken from as-prepared LFP and fully charged FP (figure S 3a) 

were fitted to the acquired EFTEM-SI data cube at every pixel. The MLLS fitting calculates the 2D 

image as a combination of coefficients (figure S 3b and c) for each reference spectrum. The 

coefficient images are RGB color mixed and shown as phase map in figure 1b (green: LiFePO4, red: 

FePO4). The map is taken at (almost) the same location as the ACOM map. A BF-TEM image is given 

(figure 1d) as a reference.  

The EFTEM-SI and ACOM-TEM phase maps in figure 1a and c show excellent agreement with each 

other. Differences can only be seen at the few pixel level as well as in the strength of the 

reliability/fitting coefficients (figure S 2f, g and figure S 3b, c). Furthermore, a map obtained by STEM-



EELS-SI at the Fe-L3 edge (figure S 3d) agrees with both the ACOM-TEM (figure 1a) and the EFTEM-SI 

Fe-L map (figure 1b) in the area denoted by the orange boxes in figure 1a. All these prove the 

reliability of the ACOM-TEM and EFTEM/STEM-EELS (at the Fe-L3 edge) phase analysis and hence 

prove the reliability of the two kinds of methods for LFP/FP phase mapping. A discussion of the 

success of the ACOM-TEM analysis is given in SI.2. 

 

3.2 Crystallographic analysis of the ACOM-TEM data: properties of the internal phase 

boundary  

The confirmation of the ACOM-TEM analysis by EFTEM phase mapping now allows for a more 

detailed analysis making use of the crystallographic information contained in the ACOM-TEM data set. 

In both, the ACOM-TEM and the EFTEM maps, we carefully checked and excluded any overlapping 

particles and non-monocrystalline nanoparticles with the help of the orientation map (figure 1c). 

Afterwards, we could confirm many individual nanoparticles with uniform single-crystal like 

orientation exhibiting both, LFP and FP phases, in agreement with published experimental 

observations [4,5,14,16] and theoretical modellings [25,26], especially a recent in-situ X-ray study 

confirmed the coexistence of both phases (LFP+FP) in individual single crystalline particles [27]. Some 

of the particles in figure 1a containing both phases are shown in detail in figure 2. It can be observed 

that in most cases the internal boundaries between the LFP and FP domains show a flat geometry in 

this ex-situ analysis. This is assumed to correspond to the thermodynamically stable structure of the 

partial intercalation product, while it might not be identical to the kinetically controlled LFP/FP 

interface evolution observed in in-situ experiments  [28]. The appearance of planar internal phase 

boundaries (IPB) suggest that the lithiation process is following defined crystallographic directions 

and, furthermore, occurs as a correlated process and not randomly from the crystal surface. 

Determining the orientation of the IPB is a key to explore the role of the crystal orientation on the 

electrochemical reaction. As the ACOM-TEM maps contain the complete orientation information, 

they offer the possibility to study the crystallography of the planar interfaces.  

 

Figure 2 ACOM phase map (top) and orientation map (bottom) showing single-crystal-like 
nanoparticles (grains) containing two phases (not to scale). The flat internal phase boundaries are 
highlighted by white arrows. 

3.2.1 Preferred orientations of IPBs from ACOM-TEM data  

Data from more than 150 IPBs were detected in the ACOM-TEM maps. Neglecting too short (< 5 

pixels, corresponding to 30 nm) and highly curved IPBs as well as strongly inclined IPBs with respect 

to the electron beam (detected by their broad interface with low reliability), finally 88 IPBs were 

selected for a statistical analysis of the preferential orientation. The orientations of these IPBs were 

extracted by fitting a linear function to the individual IPBs, calculating the normal of the line (IPB) and 



referring these sample-frame directions to the crystal orientations. The 88 orientations normal to the 

IPBs were then displayed in an inverse pole figure (figure 3a). As the IPBs are not necessarily oriented 

perfectly parallel along the viewing direction (electron beam), there will be some scatter of the 

measured IPB orientation. Nevertheless, from the IPB orientation distribution illustrated in figure 3a, 

and even more clearly in the calculated orientation density function (ODF) (figure 3b), one can 

recognize an overall tendency of a preferred IPB orientation. The red color in the ODF corresponds to 

the largest population of IPB orientations which is normal to [101] crystalline direction. It reveals the 

most preferred orientation of the LFP/FP interface consistent with the theoretical calculations 

[25,26]. However, the scatter in the data, even when considering deviations due to projection effects 

of some boundaries, is too much for a single orientation of all IPBs. In fact, a second local maximum 

with an IPB orientation close to [010] can also be recognized, while IPBs oriented along [001] have 

never been observed which is also in agreement with [25,26]. This clearly shows the need for a 

further statistical analysis of the ACOM-TEM data to develop an appropriate model for the IPBs. 

3.2.2 Misorientation at IPBs 

The epitaxial relationship at the IPBs is not only defined by the preferred orientation of the IPBs, but 

also lattice mismatch defects such as dislocations at the IPBs or lattice tilt are important as they may 

play a significant role in aging of intercalation materials in batteries. However, due to the beam 

sensitivity of LFP/FP, obtaining high quality HRTEM data is not straight forward. Alternatively one can 

gain knowledge of the mismatch by analyzing the misorientation of the epitaxial IPBs. With the 

orientation information from the ACOM-TEM data, a misorientation map around the IPBs can be 

calculated: The mean orientation of the single-crystalline phase with the largest area in a two phase 

particle is calculated. The misorientation of each pixel in the particle is then calculated as the angle 

between the local orientation of that pixel and the mean orientation. Typically, the misorientation 

between phases cannot be calculated if the phases are of different crystallographic structures. Here, 

both phases are the same apart from the lattice constants. Hence, both phases were assigned as one 

phase to detect slight orientation differences between them. Figure 3c shows the misorientation 

map calculated from the ACOM-TEM data in figure 1a. All single-phase particles are only outlined, 

while the misorientation is shown for all particles containing an IPB. Misorientation of 1 – 3° is 

revealed for all IPBs (red lines). In this work, this misorientation is also seen by HRTEM together with 

geometric phase analysis (GPA) for an individual boundary (figure S 4), which is consistent with 

previous HRTEM observations in [14,16]. A statistical analysis of the misorientation at the IPBs is 

computed from the orientation data and shown in figure 3d. The misorientation angle is on average 

1.4°. One explanation for the misorientation observed here is the lattice mismatch at the IPBs, which 

in principle can be compensated by dislocations or by a tilt of the crystal orientation. Correspondingly, 

the misorientation (tilt of the crystal orientation) slightly reduces the dislocation density at the 

interface, which could help to reduce the crack formation and thus contribute to the excellent cycling 

stability of the material. 

 



 

Figure 3 ACOM-TEM data analysis: (a) Inverse pole figure of the orientation normal to the (planar) 
internal phase boundaries. (b) Inverse pole figure of the orientation density function (ODF) of the 
planar internal phase boundaries calculated from the data shown in a. (c) Misorientation map: The 
color of each pixel corresponds to the misorientation angle between the orientation of the pixel and 
the mean orientation of the major phase in the two phase particle. (d) Misorientation histogram.  



3.3 Fast mapping by EFTEM-SI at low-loss regime 

Since ACOM-TEM phase mapping is based on a scanning strategy, its disadvantage is that it requires 

relatively long acquisition times for large frame sizes. With a 100 fps acquisition speed of the 

diffraction patterns and a frame size 500  500 pixels comparable to the EFTEM configuration, the 

total acquisition time is around 45 min. Such long acquisition times render the application of the 

phase mapping for in-situ cycling experiments difficult, as in-situ experiments often require fast 

recording time to image dynamic changes in the sample during a reaction. In contrast, EFTEM images 

record the information in parallel with large image frame sizes potentially reducing the acquisition 

time compared to scanning based techniques such as ACOM-TEM or STEM-EELS-SI. However, 

following the Boltzmann distribution, the inelastic cross-section exponentially decreases when 

increasing energy-loss. To record an EFTEM-SI map at the Fe-L3,2 edges with an energy range of 696 - 

735 eV requires long exposure times for each energy channel to obtain a reasonable signal to noise 

ratio even though they are white lines. In this work, acquisition times of 120 s per frame with a 4 eV 

slit width have been used. The total acquisition time was almost 1.5 hours. Even if only the Fe-L3 

edge is recorded from 696 eV to 720 eV, which would provide enough information to differentiate 

between LFP and FP, the total acquisition time would be 50 min. Thus, using a spectral feature that 

provides high intensity signals is interesting for in-situ work and to reduce the total dose. The 

following described three approaches based on EFTEM-SI at energy-losses below 80 eV provide the 

capability for fast phase mapping for LFP/FP. 

3.3.1 Li-K and Fe-M edges 

It has been demonstrated that it is possible to distinguish between LFP and FP based on the Fe-M 

edge at 55 eV which is overlapped with the Li-K edge [17,19]. The specimen prepared by 

ultramicrotomy is thin enough to render multiple scattering effects negligible. Two background 

subtracted spectra taken from LFP and FP particles (figure 4a) show significant difference from each 

other and provide a good signal to noise ratio for phase mapping. MLLS fitting is performed by taking 

the two spectra in figure 4a as references. A high quality phase map obtained by EFTEM-SI at Fe-

M/Li-K (figure 4b) is in good agreement with the results previously obtained by ACOM-TEM and 

EFTEM-SI Fe-L3. Images of the two fitting coefficients are shown in figure S 3e and f. 

3.3.2 Interband transition 

It has been reported [9,19] that a peak between the zero-loss and the plasmon peak associated to 

interband transitions exists in FP, but disappears in LFP, as shown in figure 4e, where the shoulder at 

5 eV in the red curve taken from FP particles vanishes for the green curve of an LFP particle. Fast 

mapping of the delithiated state (FP phase) has been demonstrated by taking EFTEM images with an 

energy selecting slit at 5 eV [6,10,12]. However, variation of the contrast in the image could also be 

the result of thickness and excitation changes of the Bragg conditions when an objective aperture is 

used. Furthermore, both amorphous and graphitic carbons, either due to the embedding resin, the 

carbon support film or binders and electrical conductors mixed with the active material to enhance 

the electrical conductivity, also cause an energy-loss peak at around 5 eV, shown in figure 4e (the 

right shoulder of the zero-loss peak in the blue curve). Therefore simple imaging using the 

inelastically scattered electrons in an energy window of 3 - 7 eV cannot distinguish between FP and 

carbonaceous materials.  

Calculations by Kinyanjui et al. [19] indicate significant differences in the conduction bands of LFP 

and FP, as FP is close to a Mott-Hubbard insulator, while LFP is a charge transfer insulator, as one 

more electron is added into the Fe 3d orbital after FP is lithiated to LFP. The interband transition 



does not only generate the additional peak at 5 eV for the FP phase, but also causes strong 

differences in the dielectric function in the energy range from 0 eV to 20 eV for LFP and FP, especially 

the absorption function, i.e. the imaginary part (Ɛ2) of the dielectric function, as shown in figure 4c. 

Since the electronic structure of the carbonaceous materials is different from that of LFP and FP, the 

Ɛ2 of the carbonaceous material (Figure 4e, blue curve) is different from that of LFP and FP. 

Consequently, by characterizing the dielectric functions not only LFP and FP but also the carbon 

additives can be differentiated in a map.  

The dielectric functions (3D data cube) were calculated by applying the Kramers-Kronig analysis 

embedded as a plugin in DigitalMicrographTM to the data cube of the EFTEM-SI from -4 eV to 40 eV. 

Reference Ɛ2 functions (Figure 4c) were selected from pure LFP and FP particles as well as from the 

carbon support of the specimen according to the previous knowledge from the ACOM-TEM map. 

Distributions of LFP, FP and carbon are then computed by MLLS fitting of the reference Ɛ2 to the Ɛ2 

data cube. The images of the fitting coefficients are shown in Figure S5a-c. The phase map is shown 

in Figure 4d, where only LFP and FP are displayed for better comparison with the other maps. Figure 

4d exhibits a high quality for the phase determination. Nevertheless, a few slight artifacts caused by 

the correction procedure of the isochromaticity can be noted, e.g. the dark contrast in the particle 

highlighted in the white box.  

 



Figure 4 Phase maps by EFTEM-SI analysis and relating spectra at different energy ranges: (a) 
Illustration of the differences of the Li-K and Fe-M core-loss features for LiFePO4 (green curve) and 
FePO4 (red curve). (b) Phase map (green: LiFePO4, red: FePO4) obtained by EFTEM-SI at the Li-K and 
Fe-M range shown in a. (c) Dielectric functions (imaginary part) of LiFePO4 and FePO4 calculated from 
the EELS low-loss regime (-5 - 30 eV) by Kramers-Kronig analysis. (d) Phase map (green: LiFePO4, red: 
FePO4) obtained by differentiating the features of the imaginary part of the dielectric functions in c. 
(e) Low-loss spectra of LiFePO4 (green curve), FePO4 (red curve) and carbon (blue curve). The volume 
plasmon peaks are enlarged in the insert. (f) Volume plasmon center map. A color-bar is plotted at 
the right side, where 24.8 eV corresponds to the volume plasmon energy in LFP and 25.1 eV 
corresponds to the volume plasmon energy in FP. The boxes with white dashed-lines are to guide the 
eye comparing the features. They highlight the same particles indicated by the boxes in figure 1. The 
orange box in a highlights the region investigated by STEM-EELS in figure S 3d. 

3.3.3 Volume plasmon 

Figure 4e shows that the volume plasmon in FP (red curve) is shifted 0.29 eV to higher energy 

compared to that in LFP (green curve). A phase map can be then obtained by measuring the center of 

the volume plasmon peak. According to the non-linear least squares (NLLS) fitting [24], one can fit a 

Gauss function to the plasmon peak at each pixel in the EFTEM-SI series in the range between 23 eV 

to 28 eV, then the center of the volume plasmon at each pixel in the EFTEM-SI can be read out from 

the Gauss functions. An LFP/FP phase map is obtained which is color coded with the values of volume 

plasmon peak center (figure 4f). As shown in the color bar for figure 4f, areas in bright-red color have 

a higher plasmon energy corresponding to FP, while areas with color towards dark blue  correspond 

to a low plasmon energy region, where green and bright blue indicate LFP and dark blue corresponds 

to the carbon support (from the TEM Cu grid) and embedding resin. 

  

Figure 5. (a) Magnified plasmon-center map of figure 4f. (b) Map colored by value of full width half 
maximum of the volume plasmon peaks. (c) BF-image for comparison. 

Different from the resin and the carbon support of the TEM grid, the graphitic carbon additives have 

a peak at higher energy in volume plasmon resonance. As shown in figure 5a (magnified from figure 

4f), with the graphitic carbons highlighted by white dashed circles, the color corresponding to the 

graphitic carbon additives in the plasmon center map is in the color range between bright-red and 

green such as the active materials (LFP and FP) are. This confusion can be eliminated by comparing 

the plasmon center map (figure 5a) with a map showing the distribution of the full width at half 

maximum (FWHM) of the plasmon peaks (figure 5b). In the FWHM map, the LFP and FP particles 

appear blue, while all carbonaceous materials including both graphitic carbon and amorphous carbon 

are in the color range between red and green, because the FWHMs of their volume plasmon (> 14 eV) 

are significantly bigger than those of both LFP and FP (< 9 eV).  



3.4 Comparison of the mapping methods 

Five methods for LFP/FP phase mapping have been discussed in this work. They exhibit excellent 

consistency in terms of the measured phase distribution. The crystallographic and the energy loss 

spectroscopic analysis are in agreement for the LFP/FP system. It proves that all methods are reliable 

if the sample is sufficiently thin and uniform. Table 1 compares all the five methods in terms of 

acquisition time, dose and information content.  

Table 1 Comparison of LFP/FP phase mapping methods in terms of acquisition dose, acquisition 
time and information contents 

 

In addition to the relatively low dose, the main advantage of ACOM-TEM is that it provides 

crystallographic information at each sampling point of the phase map. As demonstrated in section 

3.2, lots of important information on the material properties can be extracted from the ACOM-TEM 

data, such as orientation distribution of internal LFP/FP interfaces and misorientation at the 

interfaces, as well as potentially also a strain distribution [29,30]. The acquisition time required for 

ACOM-TEM increases by a power of 2 with increasing frame size (number of pixels in the map). The 

acquisition of much larger maps is thus only possible for ex-situ experiments or using a high-speed 

camera. 

EFTEM imaging of the energy shift of the Fe-L3 edges (Fe valance state) offers good image quality, but 

requires both longest acquisition time and highest electron dose. Thus, it is not promising for in-situ 

studies of the phase development during electrical cycling, because this requires both fast acquisition 

and low dose for less interaction between electron beam and the specimen.  

The other three EFTEM methods use the energy ranges below 66 eV, where the inelastic scattering 

cross-section, hence the signal, is significantly stronger compared to the Fe-L3 edge with an onset at 

708 eV. Therefore, they can provide LFP/FP phase maps in much shorter time and lower dose, as 

shown in Table 1. Especially the plasmon center determination is the fastest method with less than 1 

min acquisition time and lowest dose (e.g. 12 times lower than that required for ACOM-TEM 

mapping). Although the mapping quality is not as good as with the other methods, the plasmon 

center determination is a promising candidate for in-situ studies of the phase development during 

cycling of the LFP material because of the low dose and fast acquisition time. 

 



4. Summary and conclusion 

Five methods for LFP/FP phase mapping have been investigated and evaluated. By comparing the 

maps acquired at the same sample position, the excellent consistency provides strong evidence for 

the reliability of each method for uniform and thin samples. 

ACOM-TEM based on scanning nano beam diffraction provides crystallographic information in 

addition to the phase maps. We demonstrated that statistical orientation information on the internal 

LFP/FP interface can be extracted from ACOM-TEM data. The other four methods are based on 

EFTEM-SI using the signals including the Fe-L edges, the Li-K/Fe-M edges, and the interband 

transitions analyzed by assistance of Kramers-Kronig relation as well as the volume plasmon 

resonance. The latter three only need short acquisition times and low electron doses, while still 

providing high quality maps. The plasmon center map has the fastest acquisition time with less than 

1 min and works with much lower dose than others. Therefore it will be a promising way for LFP/FP 

phase mapping in in-situ studies of the phase evolution during electric cycling. 
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